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From the Editor’s Desk

Defaultism. A lack of forward movement. An ascetic aesthetic in which we choose to do nothing
at all.
What is that in terms of roleplaying games, specifically of the Dungeons and Dragons flavor? It
means defaulting back to a Eurocentric medieval or renaissance setting where there is a lack of
cultural uniqueness. This is Greyhawk or the Sword Coast – or the Inner Sea Region if you, like I,
are more Pathfinder oriented.
Now I don’t want you to misconstrue that these settings are bad (though Golarion is, in my
personal opinion) and they have their own little cultural flavorings – there’s the land of Zakhara
full for magic and genie, the warring kingdoms of Rokugan, and the mystic lands of Tian Xia – but
nevertheless this are the exotic flavorings when the vanilla or the common (read: language) is in
fact magical Europe.
So why is this such a big deal? It may not be, but I’ll tell you the two things that brought this to
the forefront of my thought: 1) I am a massive proponent of diversity in all things, 2) I’m currently
playing in a game set in The Great Zimbabwe and it is providing me with an experience not unlike
when I first started playing.
Wodine has been playing RPGs for over two decades and it takes a lot for me to see something
that I consider ‘new’ and ‘exciting.’ Playing the generic heroes? Done it. Pirates? Done it. Villains?
Done it. Led the Unicorn Clan to victory against the hordes of Fu Leng? Done it. Been tricked by
an efreeti? Done it. Foreigner in a strange land? Done it. Vampire? Please, who hasn’t done it? But
now I’m playing a character so wholly different from my personage, where instead of the outsider,
everyone worships the Òrìsà of the Yoruba and nearby peoples of Zulu and Aegypt are the most
likely foreign travelers, while the concept of monotheism is far away and terrifying. Even the
‘common’ tongue is the Yoruba language.
Now as usual there is the typical Pathfinder flair with magic and monsters but the mythology
is wholly unique and it has allowed for me to experience things in a way that, frankly, do not
necessarily jive with my world view, and that is fantastic and makes for excellent roleplay and
storytelling. This change in setting serves both purposes I outlined above; nothing punches through
the blandness of the default like a complete change in perspective, but it also opens roleplaying
to groups who are often underrepresented throughout media and gaming. Something as simple
as changing the setting shifts the cultural foundations of the world, which allows the game to built
up shifting viewpoints and opening the game to tell stories that have often been neglected. For
example, Lienzo Studios has released a game called Mulaka and this video game is based on the
mythologies of the indigenous Rarámuri who live in the Chihuahua region of Mexico. While the
gameplay may not be world shattering (when was the last time any gameplay was?) the setting
is full of novel and unique stories that are rich and fulfilling because it isn’t just a rehashing of
Hercules and his trials or more mountain dwelling dwarves in a mixed angst state against the
forest dwelling elves.
Diversity is good. It helps us be more creative, it increases work yield, and makes everything
around us better – and there are countless psychological and anthropological studies that agree
– but what’s more relative to us here, it makes gaming that much more fun. Diversity of players
and diversity of worlds is what makes the games fun and unique. As we here at Explosive Runes
attempt to practice what we preach, to increase our gaming diversity this issue of Explosive Runes
is dedicated to Science Fiction instead of fantasy. I hope you enjoy it, and go out there and try
something different or learn something new. It won’t hurt, I promise.

– Wodine –

Spice Up Your Game

By Admin Dirk

This issue is less fantasy themed than average, so I thought I would try to cater to those sci-fi and
apocalyptic fans, and roll out some of my favorite words that can enhance most any game, from a
dystopian post nuclear world to the far reaches of the galaxy.
Here are some words every sci-fi, space opera, and geek gamer should know.
astrogate (v.) to navigate in space.
avatar (n.) a virtual reality representation of a person.
Bernal sphere (n.) a type of space habitat intended as a long-term home for permanent residents;
a huge space station designed to be a self-sustaining home.
chrononaut (n.) a time traveler
computronium (n.) hypothetical material, the “programmable matter”, a substrate for computer
modeling of virtually any real object. It is what replicators use to make things from nothing.
esper (n.) a person with ESP or psychic powers. A science based witch or magician.
Faraday cage (n.) an enclosure used to block electromagnetic radiation. It’s the anti-tech device,
or geek version of an anti-magic area.
FTL (adj.) Faster Than Light
grok (v.) to perceive or understand fully; to feel empathy with; to enjoy, appreciate
Jovian (adj.) having to do with Jupiter
kiloyear (n.) One thousand years
light sail (n.) A spacecraft propulsion system using a vast reflective sail to harness the radiation
pressure of light
light-second (n.) the distance light travels in one second.
Lofstrom loop (n.) a device intended to achieve non-rocket spacelaunch of vehicles by
electromagnetically accelerating them so that they are projected into orbit or even beyond
mass-driver (n.) an electromagnetically driven launching system, proposed as a method of
propelling objects into space or over long distances
meatspace (n.) Real life (IRL)
megayear (n.) a million years
mindfood (n.) a substance taken as food or drink containing chemicals which increase one’s
mental ability.
nanotech (adj.) technology driven or derived from nanites; small, tiny or microscopic machines
that may be semi-sentient, and self-replicating.
needler (n.) a weapon that produces a very narrow beam of energy; or, one who operates such a
weapon
parking orbit (n.) an orbit around a celestial body from which a space vehicle can be launched
farther into space; also, an orbit which is stable and from which visits to the planet surface can
conveniently be made
precog (n.) a person with precognitive abilities, ESP, forethought.
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pocket universe (n.) a universe or reality completely separate from ours which is much smaller,
may have different natural laws, and may be artificially created
posthuman (n.) a descendant of humans who is sufficiently different from present-day humans
in form or capabilities to be regarded as a new species or otherwise fundamentally different from
present-day humans
psi (n.) paranormal phenomena or faculties; the psychic force supposed to be manifested by
these
quine (n.) a self replicating computer program. The code takes no input and produces a copy of
its own source code as its only output
replicant (n.) artificial alien or genetically engineered replica of a human being
rimworld (n.) a planet orbiting a star at the edge, or rim, of the galaxy
ringwall (n.) a roughly circular ring of cliffs/mountains surrounding an impact crater
Santa Claus machine (n.) is a hypothetical machine that is capable of creating any required
object or structure out of any given material. Another name for a replicator.
sapient (n.) an intelligent alien
sentience (n.) intelligence, an intelligent being
sophont (n.) an intelligent being, including humans as well as intelligent aliens
superluminal (adj.) having a speed faster than light
TANSTAAFL (n.) interjection asserting that there is a cost, hidden or otherwise to everything
(acronym for ‘there ain’t no such thing as a free lunch’)
Tellurian (n.) an inhabitant of earth
terraform (v.) To transform (an environment or planet) by planetary alterations of great
magnitude: “farming” an alien world on a huge scale, including building oceans, weather
systems, etc ...
topopolis (n.) a space station built in a tube form, capable of generational living for huge
populations. Self sustaining.
transhuman (n.) a human who has, through evolution or augmentation acquired capabilities
beyond the normal human range sufficient to be regarded as no longer merely human
waldo (n.) A device for handling or manipulating objects by remote control.
wetware (n.) human brain, organic, noncomputer thought. Hardware and software are
computers, wetware is us.
xenology (n.) the scientific study of extraterrestrial phenomena, esp. xenobiology

Survive, Thrive: a
Tale from the Street
A short story by Yamaneko

“Any last words?”
I had to suppress a laugh; those words changed my life so many
years ago. Setting me on a path that would lead me from there to here.
Fortunately, I am one of the Awakened who don’t go into theatrics when
I draw upon mana to shape it. Sure, there is a chance they may still take
note of the subtle signs but I had my doubts they would. Most were too
amped up on drugs.
The mana formed into the energy and effect I desired and asked from
it. I felt its power thrumming within me and as it peaked, I unleashed
havoc.
****
Seattle. The Emerald City. The crème de la crème of our business. Or
so those who run the shadows here would like you to believe. Oh, don’t get
me wrong, it certainly is up there and in order to rise to the top here, to
be the prime, you certainly have to have what it takes. Especially now that
Seattle had declared itself a Free City.
But as my one-time mentor pointed out, every major metroplex
claims such fame, besides Seattle – Hong Kong, Berlin, Neo-Tokyo, Denver,
Metrópole, to name but a few. Cities and their shadow business are like
lovers, he would say. Each has their own style and approach, their own
taste, you had to understand their response to successfully bring any
arrangement to closure. Each were individuals and needed to be treated
as such. It made working in any place distinct, requiring different skills.
Nor did it promote one particular set of tradespeople to be better than
others, at least from a local point of view. Now, those runners who could
adapt to multiple cities and worked internationally, that was another thing
entirely. In the end it would be good to remember it is more about respect
regardless of where they practice their tradecraft.
****
The spell erupted out amongst the gangers, catching them by surprise.
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I rolled to the side, away from any return fire, and came to my feet. The
wave of tiredness hit almost even before I had released the spell; blood
burst out of my nostrils, down over my lips and chin. I’d overcast and my
body was paying for it. I could taste my own blood as I raced for the cover
of an old metal barrel I used to collect rain water. I didn’t look back to see
what carnage the stunball had caused.
Gunfire erupted in my wake.
****
Shadowrunners; runners for short. In addition to any local names that
may be used – good and derogatory alike – they came in many different
shapes and sizes, with many different abilities. Those that live long enough
become professionals. You have the ones that work the streets, small jobs,
barely more skilled than the gangs, like the one that had come calling.
There are the prime runners, the elite, the true professionals – a state of
recognition of skill that every runner aspires to attain. Few do. Then you
have the two that showed up at my door bringing the most unwelcome of
company with them. I wouldn’t quite call them experienced, not yet, really,
but on the cusp, certainly. As much as I didn’t appreciate the gang that had
followed them, both runners were paying customers.
Also, free word of advice; if you’re not concerned whether you see a
new day’s dawn or not, sling one of the derogatory names around.
****
The gangers were a pretty macabre bunch; dressed in black leathers
with straps and buckles adorning their gear and clothing in some utilitarian
fashion but mostly decorative. They each had orange bandanas tied around
their arms and most wore a cheap mask that could have come straight out
of a horror-slasher trid-flick. Though their spokesperson wore a hockey
mask like it was a badge of honor, it was likely symbolic, but I had no clue
what the frag over.
That was the least of my worries though; one of them was a mage and
had tried to defend against my spell. Fortunately, I sensed that the attempt
to deflect the worst of my casting hadn’t been successful as I glanced
around the barrel. I had to hastily pull my head back as several shots of
heavy lead slammed into my cover. I was lucky it was full from the rain last
night or they would have added a few undesired orifices in me. I’m a medic
but even that would be pushing my skills.
My spell hit them pretty hard; most were reeling and barely keeping
to their feet. None were down, unfortunately. They were splitting up, too,
advancing on my farm house where my injured clients were holed up, while

the rest looked to be coming for me.
My blood was singing in my ears. My gambit hadn’t quite paid off as I
had hoped. It was the most combat-effective casting I knew how to shape
from mana and I knew I wouldn’t be able to do it again. Something inside
me hadn’t appreciated the overcast, either. The eight gangers had not
broken and fled. If anything, they seemed even more incensed. I could feel
my blood burn and somewhere in the back of my consciousness, my other
Mentor called for more.
****
Runners have a style. These styles have names. Almost a
disparagement, when a runner who works a certain way speaks of another’s
style not their own. I fall somewhere in the middle of the two extremes
when I need to work but my philosophy is go with what will work best for
the job as needed.
Pink Mohawk. A term coined from the nostalgic ‘50’s and most often
seen on street runs now. Those runners I mentioned before who are barely
above the fighting trim of most gangs, and often think like them, tend to
fall into this. But the streets, especially if you want the real work, quickly
discourages you away from this style. Especially with how security has
tightened up in the last three decades. You don’t plan as much, you adjust
on the fly, you are generally willing to go in loud and proud, almost certainly
you leave that way. It’s more style than substance.
Black Trenchcoat. This is the style you see in most Corporate Enclaves.
Manhattan, Neo-Tokyo, Tenochtitlán. They’re the smooth operators.
Believing violence, any violence, is a last resort at best and a failure of
mission at the worst. A successful mission happens without ever firing a
shot and no one the wiser you were there. The level of legwork, planning,
and detail going into such a style can make your head spin, or worse. In the
Enclaves, it is an absolute must if you not only want to survive but thrive.
But it is also, surprisingly, the group of runners who have the most burn-out
or outright death among the three styles. Substance over style.
Mirrorshades. These are the operators who fall somewhere in the
middle. It is my belief these operators have the most flexibility. They’ll do
the legwork, they’ll plan. They’ll try to go in silent. But they’re willing and
able to switch modes and go loud if the drek hits the fan and it becomes
required to finish the mission. This is where I am most comfortable.
****
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Comfort was the last thing on my mind as there was a lull in the gunfire
directed at me. I glanced around the barrel, regretting it almost as soon
as I had. Two of the gangers were pulling out what looked to be pumpkin
heads and lighting them on fire. A trademark of that gang and I could see
the gang leader preparing his own casting. Of course, it had to be the one
in the hockey mask! And of course, he was into theatrics while casting! I
hurriedly drew mana to me, blasted one of the gangers with a stunbolt even
as I dove away from the barrel and ate dirt.
The distant gunfire from the house was drowned out as flames licked
over the barrel and turned the water within to steam. I could feel the heat
even as I leapt away. My mind filled in the casting – flamethrower. As I
turned onto my back, another concussive blast rolled over me. My stunbolt
had caught the ganger and dropped him unconsciousness laying him out
on the ground as he had begun to throw his odd IED. The trademark of
the Halloweeners. The carved pumpkin head, a Molotov cocktail with some
extra juice added in, had been tossed inaccurately, loss of consciousness
will do that, catching the other likewise armed ganger as it cooked off. I
was more than happy it wasn’t me. It lit off their pumpkin, immolating them
in turn like a roman candle. I couldn’t tell what gender they were given the
pitch of their shrieks as they burned alive.
There was one major thing about farm land that is both a boon and
a problem – no cover. And in Snohomish, it is known for its farm land.
I scrabbled backwards, pushing with my feet as I scrambled to pull my
Savalette Guardian heavy pistol.
****
The Halloweeners. One of a number of gangs that exist in Seattle.
Possibly the most psychotic of the bunch, too. Though the Night Hunters
could give them a run for that title. They mostly claim a section of
Downtown and frag over anyone who crosses their path there. They like to
dress up like horror movie antagonists and terrorize others for their own
pleasure. They have an affinity for fire and like to turn carved pumpkin
heads into Molotov cocktails or some other similarly themed IED. I hear
their leader is a real piece. When not committing acts of terror for their own
entertainment, when they actually try to make some nuyen they mostly
deal, commit petty theft and arson, or merc themselves out violence-forhire.
Unfortunately for me, what brought them to my door had nothing to
do with any of it. The two runners exchanging lead currently with the other
five Halloweeners had gone loud and proud when their run went to drek.
While fleeing downtown they ran down two of the gang. The eight who had

seen it wanted vengeance. As wrecked as these two were they couldn’t
lose the gang, so they brought them to my door. And now they were my
problem.
****
What saved me was the steam. It blocked the Halloweener mage’s
line-of-sight to me for an extra second. LOS is important for a caster, or
can be; breaking his saved my life. I put all my understanding of mana
into disrupting his spell as I saw the flames begin to lick out toward me.
He loved that flamethrower, it seemed. I rolled away as it splashed across
the ground where I had been. The heat still burned and the flames still
managed to brush my flesh. I near bit through my lip as I stifled a scream
to keep focus. I wasn’t entirely successful, indistinct sounds passed through
my gritted teeth, blood seeping from my lip as I lifted my pistol, sighted in
on the mage pulling the trigger twice. The sound hit me as the bark of the
gun caused my ears to ring; I didn’t hear if the mage made any sound but
I saw his head snap back. He dropped forward, laying face first in the dirt.
I’d gotten lucky, I had put one shot through his throat and the other had
smashed through his nose, killing him instantly.
I lay there, panting, for a second even as my body screamed in pain,
assessing my part of the field of battle, as I had been taught to. Once I
knew I was clear, it didn’t take long to clean up the remaining gangers.
****
There are not any gangs really out in Snohomish. It’s one of the more
rural areas of Seattle. It is more likely that you have to deal with wild
life and other nocturnal threats than any real gang. Like cities, districts
have their own flavor and feel. They have their own rules and standards.
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To operate within them successfully, you need to know them. Some of
those rules are simple, don’t walk openly with a Panther Assault Cannon
downtown. Others more complex. Learn them if you want to survive in this
business. Understand them if you want to thrive.
****
I had made the call after dark, after I had patched up the two runners,
and they lay sedated, recovering from the field surgery I had performed.
I waited outside for them to arrive. The first of them walked out of the
darkness an hour after I made the call. Hairless, his skin grayish in cast
under what light we had. He was blind but could still see in his own way. His
fingers were elongated, ending in nails that were more like claws. He was
dressed simply, more camouflage than for anything else. In the dark, from
a distance, they just looked like another farm hand. And he was followed by
a dozen other ghouls.
Snohomish may not have gangs but it had ghoul packs. I had made a
deal with this one to help protect my clinic. Unfortunately the gangers had
arrived during the day which is when I am most vulnerable as the pack is
underground then. For what it was we had an amicable arrangement.
Tonight they would get rid of any trace of the gangers; living or dead.
They’d enjoy the fresh, live ones the most. There would be no evidence
of the eight, even the charred black one, when they were done. I couldn’t
quite get the smell of burnt pork out of my nostrils. They’d also get rid of
the bikes, fence them, and I’d see some of the nuyen. It was one of the
many markets I used to allow me to help the people who needed it out
here. It kept the clinic running. It was worth the cost.
The runners wouldn’t get any of it. The price of bringing trouble to my
door and they’d still pay for services rendered. They’d survive.
What the ghouls did for me, as I watched them begin to take the
gangers away, allowed them to survive, thrive even. I watched as some of
the gangers struggled, now in a less drugged state, now able to recognize
what fate awaited them.
It was the price of doing business. We all have our codes. We all need
to learn how things work. It is how we… no, how I survive. Providing the
aid I can to those in need, understanding the intricacies of the shadows
interactions, is how I thrive. One doesn’t always balance the others but
most nights it allows me to sleep. Even knowing the gangers deserved their
fate, I wasn’t entirely sure this would be one of the nights I managed sleep.
As the last bike was rolled away, a body slung over it, I turned back
toward my farm house-turned-clinic. It was time to get back to business. It
is how I survive, how I thrive.

RPG Spotlight Stars Without number

A Game Review by:
HotsuSama

Unless you’re being guided into a specific system or intellectual property,
your first RPG experience is highly likely to be fantasy-based. Science fiction
in RPGs has a very large presence, but sometimes it takes an extra step
for new players to find it when the biggest trend-setters in the industry are
typically the kind with spells and halflings.
Many sci-fi options have a very strong existing IP: the Sixth World of Shadowrun, the lore-dense universes of Star Wars or Star Trek, etc. But what if
you want something more setting-agnostic – a system that is built for scifi, but is far less attached to a specific setting? Traveller is a seasoned option, but in recent years
there’s been a growing
acknowledgement of one
game in particular as an
ideal starting point for a
space-faring sandbox adventure.
Stars Without Number
(SWN) is a system released in 2010 by Kevin
Crawford of Sine Nomine
Publishing. The original
release has since been
superseded by the 2017
Revised Edition, which is
generally considered a
significant refinement and
will be the focal subject of
this discussion. Without
getting into the nitty-gritty of what it means when
SWN describes itself as an
‘OSR’ (old-school renaissance) game, it mostly
boils down to a system
with a rule set flexible
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enough for GM interpretation, lethal combat, and a range of tools designed
primarily for open-ended storytelling. SWN prides itself on its sandbox tools.
Here’s a map: go wherever you want, there’ll be something to do there.
Setting
Once, there was an interstellar human empire, advanced enough for
star-hopping space travel and psionic development. This hegemony was
broken apart and left crippled for centuries by a cataclysmic cosmic anomaly. The individual worlds are just now picking up the pieces and exploring
again after a prolonged dark age. Some isolated societies have kept ‘golden age’ technology or rebuilt themselves to a spacefaring level, while other
worlds have plunged into anarchy or changed so much as to be unrecognizable.
Aliens are rare by default if they even exist, but the book gives alternate
tools to allow players to create PC aliens, machines and even the kind of
True AI entity that’s often the all-seeing antagonist. There’s a detailed timeline and window-dressing for the base setting, and thorough discourses on
the setting’s intentions for AI, psionics and the nature of space flight. Some
terminology might take getting used to, but compared to many of its competitors SWN is fairly low-jargon overall.
Those wishing to engage more with the setting as presented will find a nice
amount of content adding context to this setup. But it’s just as viable to
take the mechanics and style your own sector of space as much as you like.
Mechanics
Anyone who’s played D&D or Pathfinder will recognize a lot here. There are
the same core attributes, saving roll values derived from those attributes, a
skill check system, etc. Feats (here called Foci) are available, and often very
useful for specialization. Modifiers are comparatively lower by default, and
less emphasis is given to trying to grind up attributes to new mod brackets
(although it’s still possible). It’s generally better to train up your common
skills, as the system penalizes anything in which you’re untrained.
The dice system still makes use of d20 rolls for most attacks and saves,
with few differences from the popular model. Skill checks use 2d6 to reduce
the range of variance, and their associated attribute modifier isn’t fixed;
you might roll Charisma + Talk to charm your way past a guard, or convince
the GM to allow Wisdom + Talk instead depending on your approach. Some
pairings are fixed, like Dexterity + Shoot to fire a gun or Intelligence + Program to hack a security system, but there’s often room to tailor usage of
your own skills and attributes based on context.

The system is highly accessible for those familiar with the basic structure of
D&D. The book’s layout is fine, albeit verbose, and there are some frustrations for the way the book presents a lot of minor rules. It can be very easy
to miss small incidental rules if you don’t read sections exhaustively; the
fact that laser weaponry gets a +1 to attack rolls due to lack of recoil is one
example of something not given emphasis outside of cursory mention in a
descriptive paragraph.
Other nuances can be difficult to internalize, such as the difference between
a skill’s proficiency being ‘level-0’ and not having a level at all, which is considered ‘untrained’.
A big selling point of SWN is in its GM tools. Creating a planet is given a lot
of focus. Want a couple of tags to describe the type of civilization there?
Here’s a list of 100 to choose from. The atmosphere and foliage? Choose
from a list or roll it up. Some quick story hooks? Done.
The various additional tools available to the GM are useful, but not always
necessary. There’s a whole overlay of faction rules for adding in large entities with their own agendas, which can go a long way to creating an organically evolving state of play but adds a lot of extra admin for the GM.
Of course, many of these tools are ways to facilitate things that the GM
could run just as easily as part of the narrative, rather than needing extra
14

rules for them. That these rules and mechanics exist to begin with is part of
SWN’s popular charm as a book that is as much toolbox as system at times.
Okay, But What About PBP?
Can you run D&D through play-by-post? Sure you can. Then you can run
SWN. The pacing of the game, from skill checks to combat, is much the
same, although combat by nature is more significant and quicker.
This is something players need to be warned about when they enter into a
game of SWN: by nature, fighting is quicker and more dangerous. Levelling up allows some incremental increase, but not exponential growth to the
scale of D&D or Pathfinder. If you want to play a tank able to soak a lot of
damage, SWN may not be your game, as even grizzled vets can go down
fast if they find themselves in a bad tactical position. This isn’t to say players won’t feel effective – that lethality can cut both ways, and the PCs have
plenty of tricks to feel effective in their roles – but caution and prudence are
essential.
GMs may wish to revise some peripheral systems for PbP. Ship combat as
written has a team-based initiative process: all PCs take various department roles (one player may be the gunner, another the pilot, etc.) and the
captain declares their order of action. Placing this much responsibility on
one player can be difficult, more so in PbP where so much hinging on one
participant is risky. Playing more loosely with these kinds of mechanics is
advisable.
For those running an online game, the online tool Sectors Without Number
is invaluable. It is designed purely for SWN sector generation and faction
management, providing a handy hexgrid starmap for player reference.
The best contributor to its accessibility is that the core rulebook has a free
edition with everything needed to run a game. The premium version with
the price tag adds extra options – rules for magic, AI characters, mechs,
etc. – but this is mostly extra spanners and wrenches for the toolbox, and
none of it is essential to a full SWN experience. Most of the separate supplementals that can be exhumed from the internet are minor at best, often
outdated, and add little that can’t already be done with the core book’s content.
In Summary
Historically, SWN hasn’t seen much exposure on RPGX, but that’s slowly
changed throughout the past year with the system’s appearance in game
ads, both as the full system and as inspiration for a campaign setting. It’s
a setting with scaffolding, but plenty of space to fill in a compelling narra-

tive without much constriction. And the main rules are similar enough to the
D&D model that the learning curve is more about readjusting expectations
of what makes a ‘good’ modifier value rather than learning something new
from the ground up.
There’s enough small rules and reading to do that it’s not quite the pick-upand-go system it wants to be – not without an experienced GM, at least.
Even after pushing into a Revised Edition there are parts of the ruleset that
don’t feel as streamlined as the rest (e.g. the finicky way foci advancement
influences skill increases). But the array of options is impressive, and provides a lot of options for both player development and GM management.
It’s not a flashy system and it doesn’t reinvent any wheels, but it’s a solidly
assembled offering.

All images in this article are provided courtest of Sine Nomine Publishing
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Bonus and Shugaro - An Outplay 2020
Explosive Runes Exclusive
pianoman90 and UngainlyFool, compiled by HotsuSama

In Outplay 2020, two participants shared victory: the street-smart Bonus
(UngainlyFool) and the dwarven ex-smith Shugaro (pianoman90). Two
exemplary characters from two different worlds.
But the barrier between worlds is broken easily – and at the Bar at the End
of Space and Time, anyone from anywhere can wander in and share a well
earned drink.
Shugaro wandered into the Fu-Bar, tired yet pleased. “One large whiskey,
on the rocks to see out the night, if you would be so kind.” He threw down a
few pieces of Sir Stefphonston’s sponsor’s gold and flashed his new officer’s
badge, pleased with the way it caught the flickering light.
Spotting another, strangely dressed woman also sporting what looked like a
badge, Shugaro headed over, drink in hand. “Another officer, yes? Did you
have to go through the same utter nonsense that I did to get this far?”
The pink-haired girl looked up from her seat. She had been watching her
brown-haired doppelganger dance around the room on her toes without a
care in the world. She stopped spinning her “badge”, a glasslike rectangle.
“If you just went through what I did, omae, have a seat.” She pushed out
another chair with her foot without getting up and looked him over. “You
don’t look like you’re from Seattle.” She smirked.
The gruff dwarf took the offered seat. “Seattle, no – is that on the western
edge somewhere? I am from Hammerfall, far off to the east. Though I
won’t be getting back there any time soon. What exactly did you have to
go through just now?” There were far more burning questions on Shugaro’s
mind but he held his tongue. He had learned not to trust as easily tonight.
“Just now? Some portal thing. Just like you see in the trids.” She gave her
commlink another spin on the worn wooden table. “So, yeah. I’m not going
home again either.” She took a break from acting like a hotshot teenager
and looked the worn dwarf over. He looked Greek. “If you got that badge,
you know the five of them? Brom, Cecelia, Stefphonston, Dug … and Ether?
I mean, Ethan?” She shook her head. “I called him Edric one time too.
Tryouts, right? Only nothing was like I thought …”

Shugaro chuckled. The woman in front of him was strangely disarming
after such a long day. The way she spoke seemed to come from an entirely
different world. “The sponsors … yes, I knew them. Sir Stefphonston was
mine. The nobleman knew how to pick them – all three of his charges
joined in the end.”
He looked across the bar where Gary and Rudolph were enjoying their own
party and waved.
“My ‘tryouts’ were … interesting. I can’t say I got off on the right foot – I
didn’t even introduce myself to the crowd at first! People kept calling me
‘that dwarf’ half the competition.” Chuckling again, Shugaro waved down a
barmaid. “A bowl of stew and some bread, please. And, anything for you?”
“I’m good,” she said to the waitress and then ran a hand through her hair
as she weighed herself against the woman. “Thanks anyway,” she said to
Shugaro.
“I am sorry, I didn’t catch your name, nor had I still introduced myself
properly. It must be a trend … mine is Shugaro.”
“Hey, pleasedtameetcha,” Bonus said and reached a little hand over to
shake his. “Kathleen, I guess. No harm now. I go by Bonus. That’s my sister
there, Lacy.” The girl glanced over at her twin. “Stef, huh? I had a chummer
go that route too. Steppz. Yeah, the dwarf seemed stand-up, alright. I
didn’t have the muscles to go his way though. It’s funny. Dug got a ton of
people from our test and three of us went all the way.”
Shugaro nodded, then gave the barmaid a couple more gold. “Dug, eh?
That’s funny – he sponsored not a single person through to the second
round of tryouts with me. It seemed so suspicious that I might have
accused him of trying to corrupt the entire process and cheat his way
through to his own conclusion.” Shugaro tugged at his beard and looked
sheepish. “Good thing they were all innocent in the end, but my blathering
right at the end almost caused them all to die …”
“Don’t feel bad about that,” said Bonus. “I had … a friend running their
background too. I didn’t trust them. No one throws around ’yen – er, gold –
like that and is on the level. But here we are.”
Shugaro was silent for a moment, recent events still fresh on his mind.
He took a long drink of his whiskey before turning back to Kathleen. “So,
Bonus, any interesting stories from the skills test, or melee?”
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Bonus laughed and picked up her commlink. “Melee? You and them really
are peas in a pod. We had a firefight, but it turned out the mooks were all
just an illusion Brom stuck in our heads. I’m glad though. I’m not really
into blowing real guys’ heads off. Steppz was busy blowing up all of Dug’s
drones while the rest of us slogged forward. It was fun fighting side by side
as a team, ya know? All eight of us were there. Sim0ne and I even went
toe-to-toe for a bit. That was fun. We had a big ork named Jakk who ran
into smoke and dropped a pile of grenades right next to the XC. Glad they
didn’t get blown up! But Tamara was the one who figured it out. She always
was the one figuring things out. How about you?”
Shugaro’s eyes had widened. “So what you’re saying is that some sort of
spell acted as a nightmare for you to all pile in and blow the other people
up? I am glad now for our clockwork spiders, they at least were real.”
“Spiders? Kimochi warui! [Japanese: ‘Gross!’]”
Shugaro shuddered slightly at the memory of his own fight. “It was
certainly a melee for us. We were split into two groups of four, fighting
an endless supply of these mechanical spiderlings. They sound innocuous
enough, but believe me, when you are doused in oil and set on fire, you
don’t tend to forget these little critters.” He paused, remembering the
conclusion to his fight. “It seemed as though the onlookers only wanted
entertainment … no thought to the price we were paying, mentally or
physically.” He smiled, and moved on. “I much preferred the skills test
anyway.”
Bonus looked down at her lap and let her hair fall over her face. “You liked
the skills? I guess that was one of us. I kind of messed up a lot. So what
was your favorite?”
He smiled and reminisced on the skills fair. “Let’s see then. There was Gary
with his dodgeball game who hardly managed to dodge anything at all,
while Rudolph procured a find-a-wizard book from a seriously mercurial
character. I stole a filthy teddy bear from a slumbering goblin, nearly
getting my head cut off in the process, and Ginnifer …” Shugaro trailed off
as he relived the moment he’d walked back into the fair: the destruction
and mayhem, and the little girl sitting in the middle of it all. “Ginnifer’s
familiar died, and she nearly lost all control. Her sponsor, Saint Cecilia,
managed to bring some control back, and I believe the teddy bear ended
up with her as reward for her helping me with another task.” He sighed.
“Perhaps ‘preferred’ wasn’t quite the right word in the end, but it surely was
a full-on affair. And then we were accused of tampering and cheating.”

At the words tampering and cheating, Bonus also got pensive, not because
of the accusations, but from what it had dredged up. But they didn’t have
things like systems and AI where Shugaro was from. “You too huh? What a
wringer after all that.”
Shugaro glowered at the memory of the sponsors gathered and scolding the
pair of them. “That led to here. What of your own skills fair?”
She tapped a fake nail on her teeth. There were tests she would have
rather forgotten, like her run-in with a ghoul and almost getting shot for
real. And there were ones like the last video game, where Steppz and her
had teamed up, that she was sure Shugaro wouldn’t have understood. “I
threw a birthday party for Dug. It really wasn’t his birthday but it was still
fun convincing everyone, including the judges, that it was.” She smiled,
remembering that one time she got the best of Dug. “We had a dwarf
that made it too, Colmo, and he drank an actual ogre under the table.
And Tamara, she was probably older than you, tamed a real tiger. I met a
dragon too. That was cool.”
Shugaro laughed. “Clearly your Dug must have been nicer than ours. I don’t
think anyone paid him much attention at all until the accusations came
flying around. That underhanded spymaster really should have known more
than he did about the rival gang.” He glanced over to see Ginnifer walking
into the Fu-Bar to join the “cloak brothers” and waved.
“How did it end for you? Who was accused?”
Shugaro turned back to Bonus. “We had already been through so much
today to get to the end, exhausted and barely fed, only to be reprimanded
for forgeries that were so clearly faked you could spot them from Myrkul’s
backside. To have the gall to lay charges at OUR feet …” The old dwarf
shook his head, trying to rid the anger that he still felt. “No … they were
just doing their due diligence, but they failed to see the dangers in front of
them. To be fair, neither did Ginnifer nor I; we were blindly accusing them
back. Ginnifer wondered whether the whole thing was just another ruse and
test, and I couldn’t help but point out Dug’s many flaws …”
Shugaro stopped, realizing he was monologuing, not allowing Bonus to
speak. “So how did your own interrogation go? Less shouty? More?”
Bonus picked at her lip as Shugaro spoke and almost interrupted a few
times, but in the end she let him say his peace. “Isn’t that always the way?
Same people, different faces. Your honorable Sir Stef was the mad dog
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calling for blood at our table. I thought for a while it was a test too, maybe
even thought Saint Cecelia was behind it, trying for a power grab. But I
guess that’s just me. Anyone calling themselves a saint usually isn’t.”
The girl sat up a little straighter in her chair and pulled her jacket front
together as if chilled. “Anyway, I was wrong about her. What you call a rival
gang seemed a lot worse than that to me. Tamara thought so too. I hope
she made it out of this okay. Glad they made you captain, Shugaro. But
it means you’re front and center to whatever enemy they made. The XC,
Cecelia and Brom, they did me a huge favor and I’ll be spending the rest of
my life paying it back.” Bonus looked to the red-headed child Shugaro had
waved to, and then her own sister. “I just hope it’s long enough to enjoy it.”
The bartender slipped over and placed a small device in front of Bonus,
displaying a long list of exotic-sounding beverages and a very hefty figure
in gold and nuyen. “Better clear your tab if you want any more drinks. I’m
told you’re paying for her as well.” She pointed to Lacy at the other end of
the bar. “I didn’t make ... I don’t even know half of these. Are they even
alcoholic?” she pondered aloud.
“She’s catching up for lost time.” Bonus smiled and slotted something into
the device without pausing, like she had all the gold in the world. “I always
knew she would end up costing us a leg and a leg.”
Reaching into his pouch, Shugaro pulled out a few more coins and handed
them to the man, indicating to Ginnifer, Gary and Rudolph’s table. “Their
drinks are on me tonight. Hopefully they don’t cost me a pair of legs just
yet …”
Bonus winked at Shugaro and clasped his scarred shoulder.
“Congratulations, Captain! Enjoy your stew and your badge. And don’t
forget the friends you made along the way.”
Shugaro grasped Bonus’ hand as she passed on her congratulations. “Same
to you, Bonus. Who knows what the future will hold, right? Friends, family –
I think I have found a bit of both here.”
This scene’s setting is based on the Fu-Bar, as featured in TADHG’s
character hub thread included in Outplay 2020.
A big thank-you to pianoman90 and UngainlyFool for reprising their Outplay
characters for this scene. Congratulations to you both!

Classifieds

Space Girlz Announce Re-Reunion Tour
You know them, you love them – Terra,
Luna, Saturn, Ceres, Mercury, and my
personal favorite, Posh! The Space Girlz!
They’re getting back together, again, and
they are gonna rock an audio-vibratory
colosseum near you! Tickets go on sale
soon, but you better act fast! This is
going to be their last re-reunion, and each
coliseum only holds about 250,000 raging
fans. Don’t you want to be a part of rehistory!? Official confirmation of the tour
came early yesterday morning after super
fan Allen Smith-Allyson leaked the then
secret tour information on his VR-Log. We’ll
keep you updated, Superfans!

Free to good home:
Anyone need an awesome pet? These
tribbles are small, furry, gentle, attractive,
and slow-moving. Low maintenance, they
just need some food and water set out,
and they are good to go. Easy to love, easy
to care for, soft and furry to pet! We have
them available in nearly every color, and
if you don’t find one you like today, come
back tomorrow, we’ll have more.
Get one today, FREE! You’ll have plenty of
your own tomorrow.
Imperial II-Class Star Destroyer (Mad
River).
Previously (slightly) owned by a navigator
of a spice freighter, this vessel has been
sitting on my moisture farm and needs to
be removed before next year’s harvest. I
just haven’t had time to give this classic
the attention it deserves and my loss is
some-one else’s gain.
This superstructure is perfect for long
road trips with the family, discovering new
galaxies, picking up girls for dates, and
general destruction of your enemies.

Class J cargo ship for hire, will haul cargo,
of any kind, anywhere within range with no
questions asked.
Contact Captian Leo Walsh via
#HFMudd-2266
The Free Jaffa Nation’s Report on Safe
Stargate Travel and the Risk of Long-Term
Molecular Displacement will be released in
the next time cycle. Download your copy
by registering at your local station.
If you’ve had an encounter with a strange
man or woman who travels with a large
blue box, we want to hear about it. Please
ping #NEO-LINDA210 as soon as possible,
before anything nasty happens to you. We
will record your story. You are not alone.

SIGN THE PETITION: NO DYSON, NO
WAY SON!
The construction of the sun-swallowing
Dyson Sphere in the Epsilon system is an
outrage and we must band together to
halt its progress. This gross overstatement
of engineering will ruin our summers and
wilt our plantlife. Do you want your bright,
warm days kept Sunny Side Up or end up
Over (All Too) Easy? Our petition has raised
over 567,000 signatures, and only 61% of
these are bots - a new record! Sign now to
help put a stop to this massive solar flareup.
Now EAR this! Open-minded Klingon male
seeks adventurous Ferengi female for
discreet liaison. Lobe mites not a problem.
Do you feel lucky? Humorless Romulan
widow seeks husband number 10. Must
enjoy nights at the opera, long walks
on the beach, and ignoring the scent
of neurotoxin. Let’s grow slightly older
together.
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President and CEO of Brapple Mart here!
Thanks to a shipping error I am now
currently overstocked with Plumbuses, and
I am passing the savings on to you! Attract
customers to your business, make a splash
at your next presentation, keep grandma
company, iron your clothes, or confuse
your neighbors. Whatever your Plumbus
needs are! So come on down to Brapple
Mart, space station 7 in dimension C-616!
Space Zombies Seeking Brains
Braaaaaaaaaaains! Braaaaains!
Braaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaains!
Please call 254.125.3368 ext. 2254

Combat Medic Wanted. No experience
necessary. No MD necessary. Must have
own tools, electric saws preferred.
Wanted - Friendly Female CL4P-TP General
Purpose Robot. Must love dancing,
adventures, and have a great sense of
humor. Willing to travel to you, stairs
obviously are a deal breaker.

Non-Death Station Trash Compactor
Engineer Wanted: Compactor room smells.
Engineer needed to troubleshoot and
determine the source of the smell, and
recommend corrections.

Tavern Games

David Teniers the Younger ANTWERP BRUSSELS INTERIOR TAVERN SCENE WITH PEASANTS DRINKING AND SMOKING

Word Jumble

In order to find the letters that are in the answer to the given clue,
unscramble all five of the scrambled words; the letters in the clue are
circled. Then unscrambles the circled letters to form the answer to the clue.
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Sudoku
To solve the Sudoku
puzzle each row, column
and square (9 spaces
each) needs to be filled
out with the numbers
1-9, without repeating
any numbers within the
row, column or square.

Nonogram
To solve this nonogram
you need to create a
picture to match the
puzzle clue below. Beside
each row and above each
column is a number or
set of numbers. These
numbers tell you the runs
of black squares in that
row/column. So, if you
see ‘10 1’, that tells you
that there will be a run of
exactly 10 black squares,
followed by one or more
white square(s), followed
by a single black square.

Cryptogram
A crytoogram is a quote or phrase that has been encrypted by substituting
one letter for another. To solve this puzzle you simply need to determine
how the cipher changes the letters!
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Journey to the Solo Bazaar
Raising awareness about The Solo Bazaar on RPGX in the form of a solo
game between one player and one GM.
HotsuSama, Leviticus, and stepanoxol
GM
Digital Static. The sky above the system was the color of television tuned
to a dead channel. Cascading peals of thunder ripped across its barren,
topside layer, but the real action was below. Immense canyons cut into the
desolate surface; each one was systematically laid out, structured, and
categorized to provide shelter for the active programs seeking their users’
omniscient aims. Only the “Reds” had the power to fly above and transcend
the canyons, if their users so ordained.
The hottest action was in a chasm that ran deep into the system’s core,
a seller’s market. Active programs were packed within the fissure, drawn
by their user’s wishes toward worlds of treacherous dungeons and
elemental dragons, or toward truly organic places known only to the “game
master” programs themselves. The market streets were unusually busy
this evening; good business for the seller programs shouting from their
respective shops.
“I’m look’n for a team of four ta six runners!” hollered a nondescript, white
ghost of an avatar. It let out a few hacking, dry coughs before continuing.
“We’ll leave in two weeks time for Seattle, year 2050.” The seller slammed
a digital display nearby for emphasis. A few sparks flew into the street on
passing programs. “Apply here directly if you want yer shot!”
Most programs jamming the streets wore a distinct avatar selected by their
user. Some presented in fashionable clothes from a future utopia or longforgotten realm. Others didn’t resemble a being at all, and were instead
stars, constellations, or strange ideas. A soft sucking sound followed by a
hollow “pop” preceded their arrival and departure into the system.
Shops stretched endlessly into the distance, eventually blending into the
sides of the canyon. Only the first few streets were actively in service;
the others sat deserted, their sellers long gone. Overgrown tunnels and
bifurcating alleyways connected this part of the system to others, though
it took a special type of program to brave such journeys and stick it out.

Some would leave and never return, as the oracle Sangus had prophesied.
Shattered Glass. The market streets were teeming with life when a
momentary lowering of air pressure followed by a nondescript “pop”
signalled the entrance of another program. A bird – or so it seemed – came
into existence, almost immediately getting trampled on by other passing
programs. “Watch y’erself, small one!” Shouted a deep voice in a curious
accent, already passing into the crowd.
The sound of glass shattering in the night up ahead stopped the flow of
programs for the time being. Something was up. “The Reds’ll take care
of it,” said a mellow voice a few feet back. And soon enough, a program
flew over the throng with a crimson glow as it passed. The same voice
continued, apparently carrying on an interrupted conversation. “No,
sometimes I’ve had enough of group adventuring, and all I want is a solo
game.”
A deep, brutish voice responded, “Good luck finding one in this system.”
A light laugh seemed to match the mellow voice before it replied, “But I
have, don’t you know? The Solo Bazaar.” A slight pause. “The alleyway
behind the Continuous Recruitment Game Tavern. Take it until you hit the
dunes.” By this time the Reds had apparently done their thing because the
crowd started moving once again, drowning out any further conversation.
Player
Listless. Overwhelming. That was the first sensation that rippled through
the bird-figure HotsuSama’s visage as it plummeted into the deep, eternally
churning passage of data displays and loud fervour that marked the vast
market. Every time it was drawn towards a particular seller, others would
crowd in alongside. Profile pictures and missives flew like insect swarms
around the sellers as the avatars submitted their applications. The same
protocol, again and again and again.
The bird HotsuSama understood the system. Appreciated it, even. Although
it didn’t deny the inherent exhaustion, the trepidation. Wasn’t there a
way to circumvent this shop-around for something a little more ... cozy?
Something away from the bustle for team-building and exhaustive character
applications? Somewhere it could find a little space to breathe and just have
an adventure? It burned with the user’s need for a game, but also with idle
frustration, a yawning need not met by the bustle here.
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The Solo Bazaar?
HotsuSama heard this by chance. A place that didn’t sound familiar.
The Continuous Recruitment tavern loomed ahead, an evergreen
establishment at one corner of the main intersection within this crowded
vein of activity. Next to the door, a ragged poster of a knight pointed at him
with blank-faced intent. HotsuSama found the alleyway, clean but narrow,
and slipped through. The constant din pulled away. The sky crackled less.
The alleyway seemed less oppressive, soon opening up and folding away
into sand-crusted rock. How long had the walk been? Surely not that far.
And yet this was already a different world.
The passage had widened into a new bowl of earth and rock, tinted gold
and ruby. The pace here was slower. At the far end, atop a mosaic-limned
arch, perched a massive board with names, details and posting rates. THE
MATCHMAKER, its header declared.
On the way to the massive board, the way was lined with stalls and
aromatic shops. Each one served as a facade, sheltering something within.
Through one, he heard the twang of an arrow loosed. Through another, a
haunting melody that spoke of ancient horrors. HotsuSama pressed on,
seeing glimpses of a multitude of criss-crossing streets beyond the main
thoroughfare. This place was lived-in, but humble. Cozy.
A voice boomed behind it. “Welcome, traveler! Feast your eyes on the many
wonders of the Bazaar!”
GM
The Bazaar’s butler. The voice came from ... no, not an avatar – it was an
actual physical humanoid. Or was it? It looked like a rickety robot, a halfdisassembled contraption that was shambling happily towards the little bird.
The tattered remains of a butler uniform hung from its rusty limbs; in place
of its head, it had a big, old-school CRT monitor that showed the picture of
... a dwarf girl with braids, riding a panther?
“You can call me stepanxol, a name that in some realms is whispered
in fear. Around here, however, it’s mostly shouted around when they
need something! Are you new? No problem, I’ll just add you to THE
MATCHMAKER. Follow me!”
The bird Hotsu followed the robot towards the mosaic-limned arch: it was

part of a broken brick wall, the last vestige of a long-forgotten ruin. A table,
indeed a huge slate blackboard, had been mounted on its top. Tiny robots
were running up and down it with pieces of white chalk, frantically scribbling
the names of would-be players and GMs.
“The Multiverse Under the Digital-Static Sky is wonderful, but complex. It
can be overwhelming, and it’s too dangerous to go alone. Finding a party,
keeping it together ... it’s a tiresome job. Here we strive for simplicity
– all we ask for is a cozy game. We’ve found that pairing single-minded
individuals is a great way to get an adventure underfoot, with none of the
procedures, requests, advertisements and stuff usually required.
“It would be hard to do this all alone, but don’t worry. I’ve got a host of
smaller spirits that, albeit lacking my presence and charisma, are wellsuited to smaller, menial tasks like setting up stalls, furnishing tents ... and
cleanup, of course – we don’t want the Bazaar cluttered by old junk!
“As soon as you find a suitable partner I’ll set up a stall for you and off
you’ll go, towards ... adventure!”
Player
Home. HotsuSama stared at the top row of the blackboard, mesmerized.
Could it really be that simple? The idea that RPGs extended beyond a ‘party’
model was new to it.
Its odd new concierge seemed to understand the need for understanding,
and waited patiently while the bird flitted through the side-streets,
exploring those stalls and shop fronts that were open to walk-ins. Some
of these structures had been here for some time, with one mighty-looking
building decorated with the faint traces of users who had previously taken
up the partnership. But a partnership it remained, always one player at a
time.
Here, a cluster of boxy rooms that look like they were fitted together from
smaller components. There, a tucked-away boulevard of sorts, filled with
familiar smells, a mode of play the bird recognised, but adjusted to favor a
single hero rather than a whole party of adventurers. Updates dinged as it
walked through the rank of active game-houses. For those who stayed, this
seemed like it would be a faster way to play, with a more focused story. The
systems he knew could be brought here, often with minimal adjustment.
But what was this? A new house, blasted with dust and grit, and ... only one
user operating inside. A truly solo game? Just one user? Was that possible?
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“Much is possible here!” said the monitor-faced figure as it approached,
having followed the bird’s sojourn at a respectable distance. “Solo games.
Popular systems retooled to focus on empowering one hero alone.
Opportunities to test new games, some designed purely for such an
experience. Have you ever had a mystery game fall apart because players
keep changing and the story takes too long to tell with multiple users? Have
you ever wanted to play or run a game, but can’t get a ‘group’ together?
Perhaps you never needed a ‘group’ at all! Only a co-collaborator. Say the
word, and my host of peons will make a home for you here. Consult the
great board. Find your playing partner ... or perhaps they’ll find you.”
HotsuSama nodded, writing down on a scrap of paper some beginning
notions – it could play this, or that, or be persuaded to run this. Try
something new. Try something focused yet relaxed. Something cozy. A
robotic hand carefully took the impromptu details carefully in its rigid
claw and clattered its way back to the matchmaking board. A listing for
‘HotsuSama’ was already there, and soon enough it had a whole line of data
scribbled in by the helper droids.
GM
Saloon Stories. “Oh, excuse me,” said a passing program as it bumped into
the bird-like HotsuSama and kept on walking. The avatar of this program
resembled a pale man wearing a worn out, black trenchcoat. He was
evidently reading something, a newspaper of sorts, too engrossed to look
up. The man slouched across the street and into a welcoming tavern. A sign
shot kindly with bullet holes hung above the establishment: Idle chatter,
empty bragging, lame jokes (and introductions). Seemed as good a place as
any to get to know the denizens of the Bazaar.
The wood creaked in a comforting way as one entered the saloon. A large,
empty fireplace sat off to one side with a polished bar on the other. Cozy
chairs and crude, wooden tables were interspersed between, some bunched
together while programs idly chatted, others spread out for more private
conversations. The trenchcoat-wearing man sat reclining next to the
fireplace, still reading his newspaper. Rows and rows of strange bottles and
drinks were neatly stacked behind the bar in front of an enormous, dusty
mirror. The same rickety robot that helped the bird get its name on THE
MATCHMAKER was now tending bar, swapping stories with the locals.
When HotsuSama came in, an ice-cold beverage was pushed down the
polished counter, its momentum carrying it to a place just within reach.

The CRT monitor of the robot seemed to nod in greeting before giving its
attention back to another program at the bar.
“... Took me over a year to find this place, but I’m so glad I did,” said a
pink-haired pixie of an avatar. The robot nodded quietly, drying out another
pewter mug with a clean rag from behind the bar.
From one of the cozy chairs nearby, another program spoke up, “Took me
’bout four months, but I stumbled upon it by accident. But, yea. I’m glad
I did, too. Wish there was some way to spread word around, you know?”
A few other programs joined the conversation, telling their own stories. It
seemed a popular topic and a good way to engender introductions.
The welcome creak of floorboards and sway of saloon doors on doubleaction hinges signaled the entrance of another program to the bar. This
one trailed snow and ice on the floor, having apparently just arrived from a
world of arctic proportions.
The CRT-monitored barkeep looked over to the fireplace at the trench coatwearing man. “Light up the fire, Lev?”
The pale-faced program looked up from his newspaper over toward the
barkeep. “’Course, step. Done with it anyway.” The newspaper was folded
and then balled-up. A silver lighter flashed from the program’s overcoat,
setting the paper aflame before it was carefully placed into the awaiting
fireplace with a few logs added on top. One of the pages unfurled as it
caught on fire.
Player
Pitching the pitch. The bird avatar retrieved the unfurled scrap of paper
from the fire. Two words in gothic print – Explosive Runes – were clear for a
moment before turning to ash.
“Ever read it?” asked Leviticus.
The bird shook its head.
“You should. Actually, we could have something in there to spread the word,
couldn’t we?” Lev announced to the bar. “It’s a nice place here, and while
it’s not for everyone, just knowing this place exists opens up opportunities.
Who else out there hasn’t even considered what it’d be like to play or run a
game without a party? To be in a true partnership with a GM?”
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Some nods of assent. The robot’s readings jumped erratically in what might
be considered excitement.
No time like the present. Lev left the bar with purpose, and the bird avatar
followed.
The Bazaar flickered with activity. Above them all, THE MATCHMAKER
was a little broader, already registering other users new to this haven. PM
notifications pinged at its base, the result of users finding something of
interest on the display along with a potential GM or player to message.
They left the Bazaar behind. The bird retraced its steps as it followed the
trenchcoat-wearing avatar: from the “Games Seeking Players” annex, turn
down an alley by the Continuous Recruitment tavern. Simple enough –
hidden, but discoverable. It offered a different way to approach RPGs from
the norm, and maybe it provided something many users didn’t even know
they were looking for. Who knew what would happen once word got out?
You can find the Solo Bazaar by clicking on the “Continuous Recruitment
Games” thread within “Games Seeking Players”. Everyone’s welcome; come
today to find your 1-to-1 game!

A Tasting Stroll Through the
wodine
Galactic Republic
Honestly, I wasn’t sure what to expect when my freighter landed on the
outskirts of Lessu, the capital of Ryloth. The remnants of the imperial
occupation stick marked the city like a pox on an otherwise pristine city.
The plasma bridge once used to control transport still marred the path of
anyone seeking entrance from the outside, even as the slums had spread
around it. Luckily, I’m an experienced traveler and I found a taxi, hopping
onto the back of the motorized bike I made my way into the heart of the
city, where my contrat was waiting.
I noticed two things as I took in the city while holding onto the torso of the
taxi driver. One, I had never seen so many Twi’leks in one place before.
Which makes sense, this was their capital after all. The second was the
majestic beauty of such a massive city built up a sprawling mesa. I had
assumed the entire planet was going to be covered in a thick jungle like
in all the stories, but instead I found myself marveling at the tannish grey
stone which was the backdrop of the entire city as we spiraled upwards,
making our way towards the city center to meet my contact.
His name was Han’tebe; he was tall and lithe with orange skin and deep
brown eyes. I had meet him years ago on another excursion and when I
mentioned I was coming to Lessu he was excited to show me the best food
in the city. Giving me a warm greeting in Twi’leki, his native tongue, he
gave me a warm hug, and showed me into the nearby café.
The café specialized in traditional Ryl cooking which Han’tebe would
describe as comfort food instead of tourist foods like roast gornt. For the
appetizer we had fried mynock served with a thick luscious dipping sauce
derived from Rylothan yurp. For the main course we had seasoned lizard
roasted over an open fire, which was visible from the dining tables, served
with a selection of root and garden vegetables; a traditional dish known as
Gruuvan shaal. It certainly stuck with me as my guide showed me some of
the available night life in Lessu.
As you might expect in any capital city there were bars, nightclubs, and
hotels aplenty, but Han’tebe had something else in mind. He took me
down a narrow, pre-empire era alleyway which led to a courtyard, above
which stood a one-thousand-year-old castle. Inside was a bar, a club, and
strangely enough a museum which had pieces of art and classic items
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from Ryl dating back hundreds of years. It was an interesting place which
served traditional drinks like Twi’lek liquor and munch-fungus ale. After
a few drinks I danced the night away inside this old castle, and the party
continued until the sun began to rise which reminded me I had never
checked into my hotel! That was alright, I was only staying in Lessu for one
night. I had to catch my next freighter anyway and there would be plenty of
time to sleep between worlds.
Next on the tour – Coruscant: the ecumenopolis in the core that never
sleeps. Everyone knows Coruscant’s strategic location and major conflux of
trade routes has led to a constant influx of people, and with people comes
influence. It is the galactic hub of culture, education, finance, fine arts,
politics and technology; thus it is home to some of the finest fusion food
you can find anywhere.
I’m always amazed
whenever I see the massive
skyscraper towering into
the horizon with streams of
speeders filling the air – it
is an awe inspiring sight
for a girl from an outer rim
who grew up thinking that
the larger vehicles were
used for harvesting food
in the lush farm fields of
Dantooine.
I had two appointments
on the book, the first was
lunch invitation to Dex’s
Diner, and the other a
reservation at a floating
restaurant on the high
levels of the tower spires,
Level 5211. I hopped in a taxi speeder and after handing over a fistful of
republic credits made my way the to the diner, which used to be known as
Didi and Astri’s Café in the heart of CoCo Town. Coco Town is located near
the senate district and you can tell the diner’s there by their working-class
splatters of grease on the widows and a general lack of amuse-gueules.
This tiny hole in the wall caters to the freighter pilots and dock workers that
call this lower level home, and the food is designed to mee their tastes, but
let me assure you that you can’t find an oilier more satisfying serving of
deep fried protato wedges, pickled gartro eggs, and nerf steaks.

After a delectable yet greasy meal at the hands of Didi and Dexter, I caught
another cab up to the Galaxies Opera House where (after a quick outfit
change into something a little classier) I was awash in the glory of the Mon
Calamari reprising their role in Squid Lake. Afterwards I made my way to
Level 5211 where I was delighted by every cuisine I was lucky enough to
taste. First there was a Coruscant green salad with a jogan fruit reductive
vinaigrette. Following the salad was their take on the Ahrisa, which was
topped with a strange tangy fruit compote which was mixed with red and
black flowers from some outer rim planet called Dagobah. For the entrée
I had two dishes; the Thrantcill Pate made from one of the few remaining
native species on Coruscant and the other dish was hawk-bat steak and
eggs made from the same delicious creature I previously mentioned. All of
this was served with a grand tasting of different blush wines from across
the planet. A fine tasting of Coruscant, but above all else, it was an added
treat to dine in the filtered air found in the upper levels of the massive city
housing over a trillion souls. The vista views as the restaurant Level 5211
slowly spun on the spire was truly breathtaking, but for my next foray I was
excited to taste a traditional meal on a planet where the simple things are
cherished. That is, if the Wookies take a liking to me.
Kashyyyk is a beautiful planet, even from orbit. Covered in wroshyr trees
the planet sparkles from a distance like an emerald hanging in the depths
of space. I only had time for a single meal on Kashyyyk; I was to dine
with some of their elders in reverence of the wroshyr trees; objects held
sacred on the planet. I set down on the outskirts of the village, and made
my way in. Most people make assumptions about the Wookies, but they
are an intelligent, if not difficult to understand, race. While they are unable
to speak Galactic Common, they understand as well as any protocol droid
and though my Shyriiwook was rather rusty I did my best not to insult
my hosts. I made my way to the hall of elders which was carved into one
the massive trees and simply sat on the ground, with several pillows, as
a delicious course of cuisine was served before me. A great host of foods
were available: Alcoari Milk, Land Shrimp, Rillrrnn Salad, Stuffed Chyntuck,
all served with Xachibik Broth and Wasaka Berry compote. All together
it was a fine rustic meal that you would struggle to find anywhere else
in the Galactic Republic. Nowhere else do such brilliant creatures live in
such harmony with their environment. Truly a beautiful and brilliant sight
to behold, with rich smells and tastes so natural they are unmatched in
Galactic space.
My final stop on this tour of the Republic was the planet of Naboo. I made
time for two meals, one with the Gungan consulate, and one in the city
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of Theed. The capital of the planet is something to behold. The buildings
almost float above the Great Grass Plains. Massive waterfalls from the
Solleu River flow from down from the elevated cliffs. The cityscape is dotted
with museums and universities, all powered by the unique power source
found deep beneath the surface of the Naboo. After lunch I’ll be taking
a sea speeder through the tributary system to the Gungan city of Otoh
Gunga.
I made my way to a small bistro on the outskirts of the university district,
Vadlé’s. Nestled between an old-fashioned bookstore filled with trinkets and
books and on the other side, a café specializing in hot drinks. The charming
little bistro had outdoor seating overlooking one of the small rivers which
weave through the city, so I sat outside and ordered a few items. It was
still early for a large lunch so I selected some of the lighter fare: Pom flour
bread made with flour and seeds of the pom plant with a spread made of
sweetened muja fruits. I also had a small bowl of Nyork Chowder, which you
can get almost anywhere in the galaxy, but here on the home planet of the
dish the flavors sing like a Pa’lowick choir. The freshness of the Nyork from
the rivers here in the capital float in a thick and creamy sauce that has a
lightness to it, a characteristic of the entire city. Finishing my light lunch, I
thanked my waitress and made my way to meet my pilot who would take
me through the treacherous waters to Otoh Gunga.
The trip to Otoh Gunga was not nearly as harrowing as I had heard some
of the experiences could be. Perhaps I was lucky enough to have a skilled
pilot, but maybe it was just a bit of luck as well. When the ship pulled into
the docking bay, I was met by my friend Susk Naubblaz, an attaché to the
High Council. Now for those of you who have never been to an underwater
city, let me tell you that they are spectacular but the organic nature of Otoh
Gunga is second to nothing. The damage inflicted by the Trade Federation is
all but erased and the grown bubble wort and plasma forcefield structures
sparkle in the middle of the dark waters like the stars twinkling down on
my home world of Dantooine. From inside the forcefield the creatures that
inhabit Lake Paonga swam by, some which I would soon see on the menu.
The dinner Susk treated me to was a symphony of fresh seafood. He took
me to a large restaurant, Restaurant GunGan on the Grand Walkway, and
from our table we could watch the native fish swim through the restaurant’s
field ceiling and the clear walls of the city. The meal started with a basket
of adder moss bread infused with local caviars. For the meal I ordered the
sauteed Gumfish with a Nommi reduction, which is designed for those of
us who aren’t a fan of the natural sulfurous taste of the gumfish; while my
dinner partner ordered the gumfish ceviche. I dared to taste the ceviche,

and I must admit that the
chemical taste was present,
but the natural acids used
in the ceviche calmed the
flavor, but then perhaps
my agricultural upbringing
left me with a taste for
cruciferous plants. We also
ordered a dessert to share,
which I must confess, I was
nervous about. Fish being
served for dessert, not really
something I’m used to, but
with a promise from Susk,
we decided to split an order
of Umi-yumi, a traditional
dessert made of fatfish. The creaminess of the dish cannot be understated,
which simply further confused my mind as I tasted this desert composed of
fish; but the sweetness balanced it nicely and if you’ve spent any time with
Gungans you know they love sweets. The compote made of natural berries
harvested from the swamp greatly helped offset the sweetness with a hint
of acidity. A fine ending to the meal, of course, it was all washed down with
a bit of Paonga Fresca, which was the finest example of the drink I’d ever
had; and I’ve had it prepared by Strono Tuggs. I said goodbye to my friend
and took another ride up to the surface.
I am thankful, as always, that I was able to travel and bring the stories of
the great food of the Republic to my readers across the stars. In a time
when our political and societal climate are still reeling from the rise and fall
of the Republic and the Trade Federation there is division and alienation but
we can better understand our friends and neighbors through the art of food.
Sharing a table is the greatest way to gain empathy, insights, and empathy
for our fellows. We can learn about each other’s cultures, unmask our
commonalities, and together better understand one another for a better and
more unified Republic.
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Sci-fi Game Interviews (DMs and Players)

GodRosen
Sci-fi is an awesome setting whether it be in a cinematic sense or in our
case here on RPG Crossing in a role playing sense. I interviewed a few players and DMs to see what it may be like being part of a Sci-fi game here on
RPG Crossing. I would like to give thanks again to all those DMs, GMs, and
players who took the time to give responses to my questions.
Thanks to:
Drachenspirit
Runetide
Silk
Ruffdove
Avner
Khalil
Unko Talok
Helvorix
Nevynxxx
Ghost6442
Hiruma Kohaku
The Rat Queen
girlplay
Nahl
Silent Rain
Eddas
Imveros
What drew you towards a SciFi game instead of a more common
Fantasy game like DnD and pathfinder?
Drachenspirit: Three words. Firefly, Firefly, and Firefly. The Depth and
possibilities of RPing a grounded SciFi game in this genre are quite extensive. Also, who doesn’t like to swear in another language?
Runetide: I feel that there are a ton of story possibilities that are better
suited for science fiction than they are fantasy. Some things being character options, some things being the themes sci-fi can do... It’s just as vibrant
and as interesting as fantasy!
Silk: Actually, I like both genres. While I like Star Wars a bit more than Star
Trek(I can hear all the Trekkies out there booing!) I am also fond of Connan
the Barbarian, Willow, and Lord of the Rings. In fact, I like Shadowrun and

Starfinder because I consider them both SciFi-Fantasy games.
Ruffdove: I think what I like about the SciFi genre is the flexibility of setting. If you look at Pathfinder’s Golarion or D&D’s Forgotten Realms, you
have these really rich and diverse continental settings, but for the most part
campaigns move slowly, geographically speaking. In a game like Starfinder,
the players hop aboard their trusty ship and from one adventure to the next
they’re on a jungle world, a lifeless asteroid, an abandoned space station
orbiting a gas giant. You need magic for that in a fantasy setting, and that
can feel contrived after a while. In SciFi, that kind of mobility is part of the
genre. Setting--physical surroundings and cultures--is really crucial to stories for me, and space-faring SciFi games give you such versatility in that
regard. Of course I grew up with D&D and Pathfinder and I really enjoy fantasy, so I picked Starfinder, which is a very fantasy-heavy SciFi game--it’s
literally Pathfinder in the future.
Avner: As you may have noticed I like to have a diverse range of games.
The way I look at it is similar to watching tv or reading a book. I would never pick just one genre so having a SciFi option is just expanding the games
I get to choose from. This specific game [Star Wars RPG] however I love
the system compared to the regular d20 style. This game has narrative dice
that add to the story instead of just predicating a result.
Khalil: When I was a kid an uncle of mine had a Starjammer book, which if
I recall correctly was like a setting book. I really enjoyed the lore behind it,
but oddly enough I had never seen anything else about it. It was very niche
it seems. In general I enjoy sci-fi shows and books, and I am a big fan of
the Pathfinder - Golarion setting. Recently when I heard Paizo made Starfinder I just knew I had to dive. I had been looking for a game for months
when Ruffdove put out an ad!
Unko Talok: There were a lot of factors, and I wouldn’t pin it on just one of
them. It was partially because I was trying to expand to new systems outside of DnD and Pathfinder. Partially because I’m in/running a lot of fantasy
games already. And partially because I was looking to game with the GMs of
my scifi games anyway (Imveros, ruffdove, and AwesomeEli).
Helvorix: It wasn’t the SciFi genre as a whole that drew me to this system,
but Star Wars specifically. I got sucked into the Knights of the Old Republic and Jedi Knight games in the early 2000s, so my choice in setting was
pretty heavily influenced by that nostalgia. I want to say that the standard
D&D and Pathfinder setting has gotten too samey and I needed something
fresher, but at this point, I’ve been playing in Star Wars almost as many
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years and the shine hasn’t worn off yet. I think the change in the dice system has made a big difference in keeping things interesting. I like the fact
that you can still have a good outcome even if you don’t succeed the check.
Or you may succeed, but with unexpected complications that keep you on
your toes. It’s rarely just you succeed or you fail. I’ll still play a fantasy
game though, even if it’s not my preference. Been keeping an eye out for
Genesys, Numenera, and Cyberpunk games as well.
Nevynxxx: I’ve been wandering the Paizo forums since the 3.5 days. I’m
pretty strongly into Pathfinder, so when Starfinder came along, I got the
core rules PDF and liked the system. I’ve played a lot more Pathfinder than
I have Starfinder though, so when this game came up, I jumped at it.
In general, though, I like fantasy and sci-fi pretty much equally. I alternate
reads between the two.
Ghost6442: Fantasy games are a dime a dozen and it’s nice to find something that isn’t DnD/PF. SciFi also lets me indulge my love of technology. I
find Scifi GM’s are more likely to discuss the possibilities of my crazy idea’s
while too many Fantasy GM’s just say No.
Hiruma Kohaku: Fantasy games usually boil down to explore, intrigue, and
murder hobo. Look around maybe don’t kill everything that looks at you
the wrong way, and loot the bodies. Sci-fi games at least resemble more of
modern life and modern concerns. ‘What job do I gotta do to eat today? Interactions with NPCs become less of a ‘here’s your next objective’ and more
‘Show some respect or I’ll shoot you Uncle Ben dead’.
The Rat Queen: I actually started out in DnD when I came to RPGX, but I
have since begun gravitating more toward SciFi games like Shadowrun and
Firefly. Maybe the characters are more relatable to me, since the lifestyle is
a bit closer to what I’ve actually experienced, even with the SciFi trappings.
For example, my DnD adventurers are still adventurers in a medieval world,
which I’ve never experienced, but my SciFi characters live in a modern city
(even if it’s floating), pay rent, watch TV (or trids, or whatever), deal with
traffic (even if it’s spaceship traffic). I can put myself in my character’s
shoes much easier than I can with a fantasy world, and thus bring more of
myself into the character.
girlplay: Mostly, I like the Star Wars setting. I’d prefer it without Jedi but
the movies have always inspired a sense of wonder in me about space and
grand adventures. Normal people - admitted with advanced technology struggling against tremendous odds (like against The Empire) is also compelling.

Nahl: In general, I enjoy both genres, among ttrpg communities in general, there seems to be more interest in fantasy than scifi, at least where I’ve
looked since Covid killed my old group. I’ve been wanting to play a sci-fi
ttrpg (esp. firefly because of the world itself) for years, and this has been
my first opportunity.
Silent Rain: I both play and GM a good mix of both fantasy and sci-fi
games from a variety of rule-sets. At the end of the day, they are just different trappings on what lies at their heart: stories. I do find, personally,
that sci-fi tends to lean more heavily into characterization and, in turn, roleplay, while fantasy leans more into the story as a whole and thus the adventure. Obviously, that’s just my impression, but I love them both. Everyone’s mileage may vary.
Eddas: I play both scifi and fantasy games. I enjoy them both equally, it
really depends on what kind of mood I’m in. Right now, I’m running 1 Shadowrun game, playing in 1 Shadowrun game, and one star wars game. I’ve
been on a bit of a Sci-Fi kick lately. I play in a live D&D 5e game, so I’ve
got both sides covered.
Imveros: The Sci-Fi systems I play all have vibrant and distinctive settings
that these types of games let you explore. IPs like Star Wars, Warhammer
40k, and Shadowrun have rich settings begging to be explored.
What is it like recruiting or looking for a SciFi Game?
Drachenspirit: My initial answer is that it depends on the genre, but there
are certainly other factors besides getting characters who have both strong
assets and standout weaknesses. For a Firefly/Serenity game, a player just
“has” to get this system. Lone wolf characters just don’t play well when
you’re stuck on a ship for days or weeks at a time.
Runetide: Kinda hard! Terms like High Fantasy or Low Fantasy are pretty
mainstream, so you can have a pretty good idea of what you’re getting into.
With SciFi, it really depends on the interpretations of the DM.
Silk: I think it’s pretty similar to Fantasy games. There is a different mindset between recruiting/making a character for a SciFi game like Shadowrun
and a Fantasy game like Dungeons and Dragons. Still, I believe that might
just be me. After all, there is a good correlation between piloting drones
as a rigger and a Druid summoning up a horde of wilderness animals. Or a
Rogue unlocking a locked door and a Decker hacking a maglock. Different
flavor but similar in nature.
Ruffdove: Recruiting for my Dead Suns Starfinder game was a lot easier
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than I expected. My advertisement generated a lot of high quality applications. I think there were 12 or so applications, which I thought was pretty
good for a less known game system and a first-time GM. From that lot, I
picked six and five of them are still with the game a year later and putting
up really high-quality posts. There were several applications I had to turn
down that I would have been very happy accepting (one has joined the
game as a replacement). There are definitely very high-caliber players interested in SciFi--I’m fortunate enough to have a whole party of them in my
game.
Khalil: Not quite sure. Haven’t made one yet. Maybe in another life where
events don’t have me on the ropes.
Unko Talok: I’m only playing in sci-fi games at the moment. They seem
to be rarer than the fantasy genre, for sure. But that’s mostly an effect of
DnD5E and PF being the dominant systems on the market, and those systems catering primarily to fantasy settings. I’ve only applied to a single
SciFi game... It had a similar number of applicants as Fantasy games seem
to, so I wouldn’t say that it’s any easier. But it certainly seems like there’s a
willing market for any GMs looking to run a sci-fi game/setting!
Nevynxxx: I wasn’t specifically looking for a sci-fi game. But knowing Paizo
APs, I knew there’d be a good chance this would be interesting. Turns out I
hit a brilliant crew and an awesome GM so big win for me
Ghost6442: They are not a dime a dozen like DnD or PF. The hard part is
not finding them but understanding the play style the GM is looking for.
Hiruma Kohaku: Looking for a fantasy game can be a race to put in your
idea for a character (race, class, concept) before somebody else posts one
that is similar. In which case, do you just post your character and hope that
yours gets picked over the other one or come up with a concept that stands
out more?
The Rat Queen: My toughest challenge is learning the new system. Luckily, I love researching game rules and new settings and genres, so I try to
go for new games that have a rich online database of information to draw
from.
Nahl: This has really been my first time looking for it on RPGxing. I was
in a pathfinder game here that ended, had some free time so I looked for
Pathfinder and 5e at first, then noticed this poster. So it was pretty easy,
but may have just been the timing :P

Silent Rain: Definitely a lot less players that will apply to sci-fi games, although that’s not to say there isn’t a strong following. I could easily have
20-30 applicants for a 5e game, while maybe a third of that on a Traveller or some other sci-fi game. It’s hard to say if that is because everyone
is just so familiar with 5e and does not have the time/resources to learn a
new system or they just prefer fantasy.
Eddas: RPG Crossing definitely has a smaller percentage of players that are
into Sci-Fi games. So on the player looking for a game side, you don’t see
game ads nearly as often as you would for fantasy games. And on the DM
looking for players side, you tend to see a lot of the same players applying,
or lamenting that they are in too many games to take on another.
Imveros: Niche systems have smaller pools of players, and most Sci-Fi
games are niche. That means that you’ll often see the same pool of people
applying for those games over and over. This means that you have to try a
little harder to get the word out to increase your pool of available players. A
quality fantasy ad will get twenty plus applicants just by existing, whereas
Shadowrun can only get the same by building a dedicated on-site community, a Facebook ad blitz, and advertisements on their official forums.
When recruiting for a SciFi game or looking to join a SciFi game are
you normally met with the same people? Do you struggle finding
enough interested players? Or can each game you apply to be you
meeting an entire gaming group of strangers?
Drachenspirit: 1) I can only speak for those few games I have launched.
With this in mind, I’d say that it ranges from 1/4 to 1/3 of the applicants
being the same people. Whether this is wholly due to it being SciFi or familiarity with me as a GM, the players would have to answer that. 2) I haven’t,
and I think that comes from being as clear as you can with what is expected and what you, as a GM, are looking for. 3) Quite a while back I launched
a new game and every player was a member whom I had never crossed
paths with in RPGX before.
Runetide: I think each time I’ve applied I’ve found that there are a few
regulars for sure, but there’s always a bunch of people I don’t recognize or
have gamed with!
Silk: There are some of the same people popping up in SciFi games. For
example, you can’t look at a Shadowrun game advert without Imveros popping in to at least say “hi.” and encourage the game. But there are also
many new people that I never saw before depending on the game system. I
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first met Hyregoth running a D20 Modern game; JaredSyn & VaultDwe11er
in a Star Wars: Edge of the Empire game; Leviticus & UnderDarkLord in his
Eclipse Phase game. I think each game system, SciFi and Fantasy, has its
own group of people who love it, and I enjoy meeting them all.
Ruffdove: I am in my first and only SciFi game so far, but having looked
around at other Starfinder games, there seems to be a variety of players
interested in it. Certainly the population is smaller, so you see faces you
recognize from game to game, but I think there are enough players to form
a decent-sized community. One thing that is clear is that there are much
fewer people interested only in SciFi--or at least Starfinder--when compared
to those interested only in D&D or Pathfinder. I think this tends to make the
Starfinder fan population seem smaller than it really is, since most of them
are also associated with other games. I am doing some groundwork for a
second Starfinder Game that I am planning to run, and while it wouldn’t
surprise me (or displease me) to see some familiar faces applying, I think
there is likely to be some new blood as well.
Avner: I’ve run a couple different SciFi games and I find it depends on
the system, but generally no. You do have some players like myself who
are open to multiple systems and are attracted to similar style games, but
generally unless you run into a subset of players for that system it’s a new
group every time. There is definitely a lot smaller pool of players than Pathfinder or D&D but usually there is a good bit to pick from.
Khalil: I believe that while the pool of players is not as big, the quality of
players is superb or above average. I think this is due to the sci-fi theme in
general drawing more intellectual folks that like to keep things grounded on
reason. That of course is just my opinion and not based on fact nor is it the
rule.
Helvorix: So far, yeah I’ve seen a lot of the same people joining all the FFG
Star Wars games, but the games don’t seem to have any trouble getting
filled and I do see new people mixed in as well whenever a new ad pops up.
However, I don’t see a lot of new ads popping up. Again, this is Star Wars
specifically, I’m sure I’d see a lot more people if I started looking for other
SciFi games. I also haven’t been around very long, could be I’ll see more
people interested in it as time goes on.
Nevynxxx: I’m still new enough to these forums that everyone is a stranger. I don’t find that a problem in play by post though.
Ghost6442: 1) Yes and no it’s more dependent on the system then the

genre. 2) No... The struggle is stopping them disappearing right after the
game just started. 3) Sometimes. But it is always nice when you see someone you know.
Hiruma Kohaku: 1) Shadowrun? Yes. Other systems? Hit or miss. 2) Sci-fi
games tend to have players that are more interested because there is less
of an abundance of available games. 3) Depends on the system.
The Rat Queen: I’m discovering the “rogues gallery” of SciFi players that
tend to prefer the genre, but there are so many that it’s not so much a
struggle for variety as simply a new crowd. It’s rare, at this point, that I
don’t recognize anyone applying, but it doesn’t feel stagnant, like “Oh, not
these guys again!” (Except maybe Imveros...j/k! ).
girlplay: The Sci-Fi genre is less represented on this site and so, yes, I’ve
often seen the same people from one Sci-Fi game to the next. It’s a smaller
community in that regard. And yes, small enough that it can be difficult to
fill a roster of players. There are usually enough interested players, but not
enough to be selective in which players to accept.
Nahl: This is my first one. Was in a fantasy game with one of the other
players, but the rest are new to me.
Silent Rain: Yes, the core sci-fi following is smaller and the games are less
frequent, so you will definitely see quite a few familiar faces when applying
to a sci-fi game. No, I’ve never had trouble filling a game. Honestly, I have
more trouble filling games from less well-known fantasy rule-sets such as
Beyond the Wall (Which is fantastic, btw).
Eddas: You see a lot of the same people on most ads for scifi or cyberpunk
games, and if you look at the active games, you tend to see a lot of familiar
names in various games.
Can it be difficult seeking Gaming Advice for a SciFi game instead of
the other common fantasy games?
Drachenspirit: While the type of advice may depend on the response,
I’ve found that the members and staff here go above and beyond on such
things, so for me, no, not difficult.
Silk: Sometimes. But if you wait long enough, someone will eventually answer your question
Ruffdove: I don’t think so. So much of what constitutes Gaming Advice is
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really system agnostic. The challenges of running a fun game and telling
an engaging story in the PbP format don’t change all that much from D&D
to Starfinder to Shadowrun or whatever. When it comes to house rules and
mechanics, then yes, I suppose it can be difficult. I started a thread on a
house rule idea I had for Starfinder and only got one response. I think had
it been a similar rule for Pathfinder, it would have generated a lot more discussion.
Avner: I don’t use the Gaming Advice section often but I have found that
once you find a group of players interested in the system they are often
open to discuss it. I have even PMed former GMs/DMs of less popular systems on their experiences running them, and they are usually very responsive.
Khalil: Yes. Sometimes. Probably for rules lawyering if anything. But when
it comes to opinions or suggestions for concepts, the RPG Crossing community is generally rich with ideas. Those things aren’t really limited by the
Sci-Fi scene. Especially in Starfinder where magic and technology intertwine
very beautifully.
Helvorix: I haven’t had a need to seek gaming advice yet, so I really
couldn’t say. I know the system really well already and if I have a question
pertaining specifically to PBP, or the particular game I’m in, I can just ask
the GM. I suspect that if/when I try to GM on here, that might change.
Hiruma Kohaku: Not really. Most people are more than willing to share their
knowledge and experiences.
The Rat Queen: Nooooo! There’s tons of help to get in both genres! If anything, SciFi gamers might be even more anxious to help because they’re
the “underdogs”, generally fewer members than more traditional RPGs, so
they want to do what they can to retain membership and interest. Seriously, make a new account, and as your very first post, go to a SciFi board and
ask a question about a rule, or advice about building a character. Within 24
hours you’ll have a new page filled with answers.
Nahl: I haven’t looked for specifically SciFi advice on the general forums,
but the people in this group have been very helpful with quick questions in
the OOC.
Eddas: I don’t think so. While there are not as many scifi players as there
are fantasy players, they tend to make a pretty tight knit community and
are always willing to help each other out.

Imveros: Yes, it can be. The smaller the system, the smaller the following.
The smaller the following, the smaller the pool of skilled players that are
willing to help. On the flip side, I credit Shadowrun’s recent growth directly
to the amount of support freely offered by the RPGX shadowrun community.
What about Roleplaying Experience? Are you less likely to post or
read in the RP XP section of the site due to discussions about DnD
or pathfinder being more common there?
Drachenspirit: Yes. If I’m not familiar with the game system or Genre, I’ll
be lost on topic, so I won’t read or post in such a thread.
Silk: Only when I don’t know anything about the system. For example, I
haven’t posted anything in the Pathfinder forums/games because I didn’t
know anything about the system until recently(about three months, I
think). But then again, I still don’t know anything about the Mutants and
Masterminds games that pop up occasionally.
Ruffdove: I suppose I might be if I was exclusively a SciFi player, but fantasy games interest me as well, so I don’t see that as being an issue. Like I
said, most Starfinder players I have met are also Pathfinder players. I also
feel that although Roleplaying Experience posts usually are about experiences had during D&D or Pathfinder games, the kinds of experiences are
really universal. I’ve never played certain games, but have enjoyed posts
about those games because the stories and situations are familiar, even if
the genre isn’t.
Avner: I believe Roleplaying in any game is very similar, its the one thing
we all have in common. A good post is a good post despite the mechanics
behind it and it should be easy to pick out no matter what the system. I see
no reason not to post or read in the RP XP section and love the exposure
the less popular systems get when they get nominated for things like post
of the month or HoF.
Helvorix: I don’t think so, but maybe. I’m not sure I’m all that interested
in that part of the site in general. I don’t know if that would change if discussions about systems that I’m more interested in became more prevalent.
Ghost6442: No
Hiruma Kohaku: No
The Rat Queen: Since I enjoy both genres, no. And there are still some
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universal truths that apply equally that either style of RPer can benefit from
(how to post descriptively, what to reveal or not reveal to others, how to
build a background, etc.)
Nahl: I happily play both :P Haven’t been in that section of the site yet only
because I have a fantasy group I play with outside of RPXing, so haven’t
had issues with having the RP itch scratched between the two.
Eddas: No
Imveros: The presence of Pathfinder and D&D5 don’t phase me, but I am
always three times as excited to see discussions about Sci-Fi and [Other]
games. I also find it more important to participate in those threads to counterbalance the problems listed above about smaller user pools to work with.
What about site hosted events such as Outplay or Iron DM? Can
participating in these be more difficult due to wanting to play with
SciFi themed systems?
Drachenspirit: Possibly. But, there’s a line of conversation in Serenity
where Mal explains to Simon that the “need” outweighs the want, and for
me it’s the same concept here. If you really want to participate in either of
these hosted events, or others, you’ll learn the system being used and dive
in. Yes, the rules are looked at, but it’s the concept, RP style, and imagination that wins the day here.
Silk: Unfortunately, yes. Some game systems don’t have magic in their
makeup. And while a lot of the SciFi systems have add-ons for magic, most
are not done that well. For example, in my Round 0 submission to Iron DM
2019, we were told to make an item, and I made a D&D magical spoon
called ‘Vhe Spoov ov Sharpvess’. After creating my D20 Modern submission
in Round 1, the subject came up in OOC chat that one of the ingredients in
the latter rounds might be that Round 0 item. I started worrying about how
I was going to fit it in while the judges were judging, but I needn’t have as
I didn’t make it past round 1 that year. Incidentally, the Round 0 item WAS
an ingredient in the final round.
Ruffdove: I have not participated in Iron DM or Outplay yet, but the 2019
Iron DM champion, Unko Talok (one of the excellent players in my Dead
Suns game), entered a Starfinder adventure for his Round 3 victory--which
I think shows that the judges are open to great adventures from any genre.
Maybe someday there’ll be enough interest in Starfinder for it to get an
Outplay competition, but we’ve already seen SciFi represented with Shad-

owrun, in which another of my game’s players, Blackfyre, made it to the
finals.
Avner: Yes, for sure this is much harder for the less popular systems. Outplay) For Outplay it is kind of obvious you need a combination of enough
player interest to vote it in to being a part of Outplay and then you most
likely will need to volunteer to be a GM/Judge to help the site have enough
people to actually run it. We had a similar experience with Mutants and
Masterminds a few years back but once we got enough interest and some
GMs to run it the end result was very high quality. Iron DM) In regard to
Iron DM there is a huge challenge with judges who understand the classic
Pathfinder and D&D systems but do not understand the mechanics or Game
Creation strategies behind other systems. Oftentimes it lacks the ‘crunch’
they are expecting. Diversity in Iron DM would be great but the format depends on multiple judges reviewing all systems which is a big ask for the
Judges already. Asking them to know the less popular systems would be a
high expectation. I suspect if there were enough interest in a Sci-Fi, Superhero, or other system then the RPGX admins would do their best to adjust
the Iron DM format to work better for it.
Khalil: I really enjoy reading those. Unfortunately life has caught up with
my time and haven’t been able to participate or read as much as I want to.
Unko Talok: Outplay) Outplay this year had a whole Shadowrun division,
which I think was great. It came at the expense of Pathfinder, but happened
because the community organized and said “we’d really like Shadowrun to
happen.” And when it did, they participated! I think it was really great that
the contest could adapt to and cater to the desires of the community. Aside
from that, I played a Sci-Fi themed pathfinder character in Outplay in 2018,
and didn’t have any issues. It was largely a reskinning/reflavoring issue.
The judges said that characters could be from any universe/setting. While
most others were from fantasy settings, it worked out alright, in my view.
I didn’t win, but then I never intended to win! Iron DM) IronDM is, I think,
another matter. You absolutely can participate with SciFi adventures. But
problems come along with it. If you submit a SciFi game using the DnD5E
system, you may need to spend some of your precious word count on explaining the mechanics of, e.g., a gun or a car. Alternatively, you could use a
system specifically made for SciFi settings. But DnD5E and PF dominate the
market, meaning that most Judges are familiar with one or both of those
systems, but many are not familiar with Shadowrun, Starfinder, Mutants
and Masterminds, etc-- and how could you expect them to be? There is an
ENORMOUS number of systems, and it’s silly to expect all judges to have a
grasp on all of them. So you’d be wise to spend some time explaining the
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basics of whatever system you use in your entry (once again, using some of
that precious wordcount). I don’t think the contest should change-- I can’t
think of a better way to run it. It’s just the nature of the contest that scifi
entries (on average) will have a slight handicap compared to standard fantasy entries under the DnD5E ruleset, in my opinion.
Helvorix: Short answer: Yes. I won’t rule out the idea of competing in a
D&D game, but I’m not sure I’m passionate enough about it to stay motivated in a competitive environment.
Nevynxxx: I just got bumped out of IronDM, and used Starfinder as the
base for both rounds I took part in. I don’t think that caused me a problem,
and it certainly wouldn’t put me off.
Ghost6442: I avoid the events. Maybe out of a lack of confidence. Or because I feel I won’t be able to keep up.
Hiruma Kohaku: I am a supervisor at my job which doesn’t lend itself to
always having time to post a lengthy post everyday.
The Rat Queen: I was involved in Outplay once, but I don’t think it’s really
my thing. Not because of DnD vs. SciFi, but because it’s more combat-oriented than my usual style. I prefer the story aspect of roleplay...the “role”
more than the “play”, I guess? So competitions (which are perfectly valid
and have a lot of support) that rely on mechanics to determine a “winner”
(the only way to keep it fair, I agree) don’t draw my interest as much. Similarly, I don’t really enjoy PvP “arena-style” competitions. It’s just not my
thing.
girlplay: Outplay has included Shadowrun in the last few years, which
strikes me as science fantasy. Honestly, I don’t pay a lot of attention to
those events because I don’t agree that roleplaying should be a competition.
Nahl: I haven’t tried those out yet, tbh. Mostly because between this game
and my other game I’ve had the need to RP met :P
Silent Rain: Unfortunately, I have yet to find the time to seriously compete
in either, though I wish I did. That said, I think that telling a good story or
roleplaying a character well comes down to imagination and your ability to
evoke imagery with your words. The players and GM’s that do this well will
likely find themselves willing and capable to do this in any system. The system should take a back seat to a well written character or module.

Eddas: I was recently a judge for the Shadowrun side of Outplay. I would
like to see more inclusion of Sci-Fi in those competitions though. I think the
number of applicants for Shadowrun in the last Outplay shows there is definitely a call for it.
Imveros: Outplay) Getting Shadowrun in Outplay was more effort than
D&D, but our passion won everyone over, and we made something magical.
It took a big push to get the votes for its inclusion, and it took a huge advertisement push to get the participants, but we drew twenty percent more
players than the fantasy bracket. Then we had our stage to show everyone
just how great a nonstandard system can be <3. Iron DM) As for Iron DM,
Sci-Fi systems are certainly at a disadvantage. You live and die by the word
count in that competition. With D&D5, you can just say X applies advantage, and the judges know what you mean, whereas, with a niche system,
you’d need to expend words to explain common mechanics or receive poor
scores for clarity of rules. The same goes for story beats. The writer may
be well versed in the lore but will need to spend precious words explaining
more complex plot details to translate well.

Game Solutions

“The saddest aspect of life right now is that
science gathers knowledge faster than society
gathers wisdom”
- Isaac Asimov
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